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AN APPARATUS TO DETERMINE THE NEAT CAPACITY AND TNER!4ALCONDUCTIVITY
OF A MATERIAL FROM 1 TO 300 K IN MAGNETIC FIELDS UP TO 9 T*

J. A. Barclay, W. F. Stewart, W. C. Overton, Jr. ,
R. Chesebrough, M. McCray, and I).McMillan

Los Alamos National Laboratory, ‘LosAlamos, NM 87545

Magnetic refrigeration is a new technology that potentially
offdre refri8qration efficiencies > 50% of Carnot, coupar.tneas,
and high reliability. Studieal indicate that ~ 35% of Carnoc
efficiency in generally the best that is now possible for gae com-
pression/expansion systems and, at thdt, only for very large plants;
for smaller machinee, the fraction of Carnot efficiency can become
very small, e.g., 1-W refrigerators generally operate at 2-2(%of
Csrnot efficiency. For magnetic refrigerators, the compres~lf.on/
expansion processes are replaced by a cycle involving the applica-
tion/removal of a magnetic field to either a paramagnetjc or ferro-
magnetic matertal (generally, paramaguets are used below ~ 20 K
and ferromagnats above). The thermodynamic cyclgs in gas und mag-
netic systems are analogous,

Central to the development of magnetic refrigerators is the
characterization of magnetic working substances, Among the key
properties for which we requira data are the heat capacity (from
which we derive the entropy) and the thermal conductivity as func-
tions of temperature and magnetic field. Accordingly, at the Loa
AlamQs National Laboratory, we have deeigned and constructed an
apparatua to make measurements of these quantities over the range
1 to 300 K at field!I up to 9 T. In this paper we describe the
nmthodalogy of thaoo maacurements

i
the varsatile apparatllafor

making them, and resulte on GdNi, the first sample measured.

WWork perfotmad under the auspices of the U.S. DOI! with oupporl. from
DARPA and !iA9A/KSC.
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METHODOLOGY OF HEAT CAPACITY/THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS

Several pethoda for measuring heat capacity can be used at low
temperatures.9 Typically, these involve either-a steady state,
adiabatic), transient, relaxation, or differential technique.5-11

‘Although each of these techniques has advantages and disadvantages,
-- some are limited by such factors as sample size or temperature
K,an$e-- our apparatus la not li~ited to a specific technique.

fie zero-field entropy of magnetic materials can be obtai~.~d
by integrating the zero field heat capacity as a function ~f
temperature. The change in entropy with applied field can be
obtained by integrating the heat capacity measured in various
applied fields or by measuring the adiabatic temperature changes
as a function of temperature and field. Our apparatus was de-
aianed to take advantage of either of these methods as well as to
allow the heat capacity to be meaeured using several different
techniques, For example, from 1 to 20 K (where heat capacities
are small ●nd addenda problems are more sevare), a relaxation
technique can be uoad, and either a steady state or a tranaient
technique can bo used from 20 to 300 K. The thermal conduc-
tivity of magnetic materials can advantageously be v.tained
concurrently using a tranai.entheat fltiwtechniqua; this generally
yields the thermal diffuaivity, but by meaauring both the ahort-
and long-time behavior (illustrated in Fig. 1) it fe possible to
obtain both the heat capacity and the thenual conductivity. From
a measurement of the tima tl/2 (At fn Fig, 1), taken to rearh
half the maximum temperature rise after a heat pulse, the d.ffu-
sivity D can be calculated. Measurements of tha energy contained
in the heat pulse end the equilibrium temperature chdnge (AT in
Fig. 1) allow determination of the heat capacity C of the sample.
Because D =K/pC, the thermal conductivity~ can then be
obtained if we kno~lthe density p, Of the several transient
method6 available, we eelected one that uaea a long rod having
a heater on one end and a very small support on the other end. The

t

Fig, 1, A typical temperature vs tima plot in n transient t.herrn.{1
diffueivity memaurement.
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temperature profile after a brat pulse can bc obtained by solvfng
the diffusive heat flow equation

(1)

‘Th@solution with th boundary conditions for a short heat pulse
cauafng an ln~tlal ATO over length bXo la given for length L by

w

%2Dt/L2)]AXo .T(L,t) = (ATo/L)[l + 2 E (’-l)nexp(-n (2)
n.1

The diffuaivity can be obtained from Eq. (2) in terms of the
meaeured value of tl/2 according to

D m 1.370 L2/@2t.1’,2) , (3)

One of thn difficulties in uein8 this transient technique is that
tne response time of the temperature eanfior(thermocouple) must be
short. The response time of the thermocouple la a fucction of its
si~e and the method of attachment to the sample; if the ei~e of the
thermocouple is sufficiently ~mall, the method of attachment w~.11
determine tha reaponao time. We have umd thermocouples with ● tip
of ~ 13 Mm diam. attached to a sample with varnish, but the
re~ponae tima warnYtill an order of magnitude too O1OW, Conse-
quently, we are investigating the possibility of vapor depositing ●n
●lectrical lnsul~ting ,layerand a thermocouple onto a sample to
obtain a nat:efactory reeponae time.

Wher the ateaay state method is used, a measured quantity of
heat is added to the sample and ite equilibrium temperature change
allowa th~ heat capacity to be deterndnad from Q = m CAT, where Q
iB tha heat added and m is the mass of the sample. The sample is
then stabilized at a new temperature and tha procedure repeated.
Obviously, tha heat capacity of the addenda, and heat loseea fxom
‘conductionand rudifition,must be conoiderad, This in thtimethod
that we have used to date, primarily because of the inadequate
thermocouple response time mentioned above, However, this method
has not been without its difficulties -- primarily that of obtaining
an adiab,~tic,isotl~ermalenvironment, and d-terminlng the affect of
the addenda on the measurements.

TEST APPARATUS

Tha system t~~atwe deoigned and built to measure heat capa-
city and thermal conductivity is ehown in Fi8. 2. The instrumen-
tation for the test apparatua is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The
dewer has an overall hai8ht and diameter of 2.16 m and 0.33 m,
respectively, Three stageti of iaolati.onbetween tne sample and the



liquid helium bath allow the sample temperature to be varied from
~ 1 K to > 300 K by independently heating the sample, can 1, and
can 2. Stainless steel supports separate the cans from each other,

sand a thin fiberglass sample holder isolates the sample from can 1.
The heaters on the sample, can 1, and cat,2 are made from Evanohm
wire to avo$d any temperature dependence of resistance. The heatere
‘on cane 1 and 2 are distributed such that both the top and bottoms
of the cans are heated. Copper strips from the top to the bottom of
the stainless steal cans provide a uniform temperature for the cans.
The cans are made of stainless steel to avoid eddy current heating
when they ara moved rapidly In the magnetic field. The electrical
leads ior the heaters and the temperature sensors are routed through

. the center tuba. They are attached to a heat sink at the top of car,
,

3 to prevent heat conduc-
tion from room temperature
to cans 1 and 2. Further-
more, the slectrxcal leads
entering can 1 are ai-
tached to a heat sink an-
chored to the top of can 1
to prevent heat conduc-
tion to the sample (the
sample and can 1 are
maintained at near the
same temperature to pro-
vide an isothermal, adia-
batic environment to re-
duce or eliminate conduc-
tion and radiation losses
during the measurement).

The pulse generator
requires a 5041 load for
maximum power output and
has a 200-W peak power out-
put with a pulse width
variable from 1 IAS to
10 ms. ‘I%esample and can
temperatures are measured
with both carbon-glass
resistors and gold (with
0.07 at.% iron)/cboromel-P
thermocouples. These
thermocouples have a
temperature sensitivity
of ●bout 10pV/K at 2 K
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Fig. 3, Instrumentation system for the heat capacity/thermal conduc-
tivity fneaeurements.

temperature controllers because they are relatively Inaieneitiveto
the ma~netic field and have a larger temperature sensitivity than
gold/chromel thermocouple. The superconducting magnet, made from
NhTi wire, 18 capable of producing a maximum field of 9 T.

Tl!STPROCEDURE/TECHNIQUE

The sample temperature is set by using the sample heater and
the can 1 heater; the temperature of can 1 IS maintained by a
temperature controller. Can 2 provides an isothermal environmer.t
around can 1 and is also fitted with a temperature controller. When
the deeired temperature~ and magnetic field are established, a
signal through thn function and pulse generators delivers ~,n
electrical pulse of the desired voltage and duration to the sample
heater. At the same time, the digital storage oecilloecope IS
triggered to record the heater pulse. The pertinent data -- sample
temperature, pulse duration and voltage, and can 1 and 2
temperature -- are received by a microcomputer, Rtored on a floppy
diet, and displayed for evaluation. If aatiefactory, the next
t~mperature and/or magnetic field condition is eatabliahed and this
procedure repeated.

The adiabatic magnetization/demagnetiz&tion temperature change
itaobtained in a manner somewhat similar to that above. However,
instead of ●pplying a heat pulse, the sample is raiaed out of the
magnetic field to give the demagnetization temperature change and
then ‘loweredback into the bore of tha magnet to get th~ tamperatura
change upon magnetization. The sample la moved into and out of the
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magnet bore by
to, the center

using an air-driven piston mounted above, and attached ~
tube (which is attached to can 3 and extends ,

through the top flange).
-..

TYPICAL RESULTS !
,

Measurements were made an a sample of GdNiO 24.5 mm long and 6.4 I
mm diam., usiIt8the steady state heat capacity methcti (thermal con-
ductivity was not mea~ured). The zero-field heat capacity data are
shown in Fig. 4 with a polynomial least aquaree fit to the data.
For these maaourernents,● thermocouple and a carbon-glass resistor
were mounted on the sample along with a nonlnductively wound Evano’nm
heater. The sample was held in position by a slotted fiber-glass tube
that was attached to the top of can 1. The heat capacity, determined
from the equilibrium temperature change ohtnined by adding a heat
pulse to the sample, was adjusted by consideration of: (1) the short
term (almost instantaneous) radiation los~ as a result of the differ-
ence between the maximum heater temperature and the can 1 ternpcra-
ture; (2) the heat loss by conduction through the sample support from
the sample to can 1; (3) uhe heat loss by cond’~r~ionthrough the
wiring (heater, carbon-~lass resiotor, and thermocouple) from the
sa~ple to the heat sink in can 1; and (4) the heat capacity of tha
addenda (carbon-glass resistor, thermocouple, sample holder, and
heater).
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Fig. 4. Heat capacity and entropy of GdNi.



The data contain both systematic
systematic errors consist of those in

and atatiatical errors. The
temperature-sensor calibrat?,on,

in the measurements (the data acquisition-unit had a resolution of
-..1pV), and errors as a result of a nonadiabatic, nonisothermal
environment and magnetic field effects on the temperature sensors.
The statistical errors, from such factors as the uncertainty in the
correction applied in consideration of the addenda, should be
minimized by the use of a least squares fit to the data. In con-
sidering the many factors involved in this, the first me~surement
made using -he apparatus, we estimate that the data shown has a
precision of about 8 to 10% and an accuracy of a few percent.

The heat capacity, as expected, exhibits a large magnetic
anomoly with a maximum at ~ 67 K (the Curie temperature). The
background under the magnetic contribution shows the large
temperature dependence of the lattice contribution to the heat
capacity In the temperature range covered. ‘l%eeample entropy shown
In Fig. 4 wae obtained by a numerical integration of

J‘fS(Tf)
C(T) dT ,= S(Ti) + —-
T

‘i

(4)

where the subscripts f and i refer to final and initial values of T.
Results for the adiabatic-agnetization/demagnetization-,temperature-
change upoc moving the sample in and out of the magnet are shown in
Fig. 5. Near the Curie temperatur~ and with a field change
a temperature change of ~ 6 K was obtained. Note that the
mum temperature change occurs at different temperatures for
zation and demagnetization.
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SUMMARY

We have a rather general experimental apparatus for measuring
-heat capacity and thermal conductivity over a wide temperature
range and as a functicn of magnetic field. The apparatus has also
been used to calibrate temperature sensors (carbon-glass resistors,
germanium resistors, and gdd-iron/chromel-P thermocouples) as a
function of temperature and magnetic field. The apparatus could be
used to make resietivity measurements also, although this has not
yet been done. The apparatus is being improved to overcome the
difficulties encountered and to improve the precision and accuracy
of the measurements.
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